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A B S T R A C T

This paper proposes the development of a system incorporating inertial measurement unit (IMU), a consumer-
grade digital camera and a fire detection algorithm simultaneously with a nano Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
for inspection purposes. The video streams are collected through the monocular camera and navigation relied on
the state-of-the-art indoor/outdoor Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) system. It implements the
robotic operating system (ROS) and computer vision algorithm to provide a robust, accurate and unique inter-
frame motion estimation. The collected onboard data are communicated to the ground station and used the
SLAM system to generate a map of the environment. A robust and efficient re-localization was performed to
recover from tracking failure, motion blur, and frame lost in the data received. The fire detection algorithm was
deployed based on the color, movement attributes, temporal variation of fire intensity and its accumulation
around a point. The cumulative time derivative matrix was utilized to analyze the frame-by-frame changes and
to detect areas with high-frequency luminance flicker (random characteristic). Color, surface coarseness,
boundary roughness, and skewness features were perceived as the quadrotor flew autonomously within the
clutter and congested area. Mixed Reality system was adopted to visualize and test the proposed system in a
physical environment, and the virtual simulation was conducted through the Unity game engine. The results
showed that the UAV could successfully detect fire and flame, autonomously fly towards and hover around it,
communicate with the ground station and simultaneously generate a map of the environment. There was a slight
error between the real and virtual UAV calibration due to the ground truth data and the correlation complexity
of tracking real and virtual camera coordinate frames.

1. Introduction

Recent advances in robot autonomy using lightweight drones and
remote sensing provides the ability to perform tasks based on the cur-
rent situation and sensing without human intervention. There are var-
ious types of drones which differ in size from large fixed-wing un-
manned air vehicle (UAV) to smart dust [1] with several micro-
electromechanical systems [2,3]. They have several capabilities based
on the size and the payload with the goal of examining an environment,
report to the human engineer based on obtained data and achieve full
coverage of the state. The onboard sensor blendings facilitate the cog-
nitive intelligent quadrotor to operate in cluttered, GPS-denied en-
vironments safely. The SLAM or concurrent mapping and localization
(CML) facilitates the synchronous estimate of the state of a robot. In
that, the system constructs a map of the environment to locate the robot
in it. The cognitive autonomy of robots requires reactive independence
to perform SLAM/CML and manage contrary information. Operating

UAV’s with a camera and streaming color video inputs could have many
interests particularly in large and open spaces (i.e., fire detection) [4].
The smoke and flame of inaccessible areas could be recognized quicker
and earlier before developing [5,6]. A video is a volume sensor rather
than a point sensor that conceivably monitors a larger range and has a
much higher probability of successful early exposure [7]. The use of
color video inputs from a non-stationary camera could detect fire at a
speed of 30 frames per second (fps) [8]. The progress on fire detection
technology has been substantial due to advance in sensors, microelec-
tronics, information technologies (e.g., computer vision system) and a
numerous knowledge of a fire physics [9–13].

In recent years, UAVs have successfully been utilized both in re-
search and for commercial applications, and there has been significant
progress in the design of robust control software and hardware. Several
researchers [14–16] have carried the prototype of UAV systems and its
simulation based on the Robot Operating System (ROS) and Gazebo.
The gazebo offers the ability to simulate robots in complex indoor and
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outdoor environments.1 Motivated by this, we propose the use of Mixed
Reality (MR) as a tool to visualize and test the performance of our al-
gorithm in a virtual environment with the capability to be transferred to
a physical world. Our main contribution resides in the implementation
of computer vision algorithms, and the build of a general simulation
platform based on the Unity game engine and ROS. It is done to control
and test the UAV and incorporate the SLAM system and fire detection
based on visualization algorithm. Colour and motion information
computed from video sequences adjusted through computer vision to be
insensitive to camera motion. A temporally extended normalized cov-
ariance descriptor (TENCD) is designed to describe spatiotemporal
video blocks. Spurious fire pixels are automatically eliminated em-
ploying an erode operation. Missing fire pixels are attained applying
region growing method. The inspection drone in this study is an open
source nano aerial vehicle (Crazyflie 2.0) that is paired with a mini
ArduCAM camera. The Crazyflie weighs only 27 g that fits in the palm
of a hand with a wingspan of 9 cm and two Micro-electro-mechanical.2

Due to its limited payload (15 g) a mini ArduCAM camera is used for
video streaming (the resolution of 320× 240 pixels) and SLAM gen-
eration via object and place recognition method. Open-source Robot
Operating System (ROS)3 is used and interfaced with the Unity game
engine. Our algorithm is examined in a Mixed Reality (MR) environ-
ment for fire detection, autonomous flight, and SLAM performance.
Fig. 1(a) illustrates the Crazyflie 2.0 with the mini ArduCAM that is
employed in this study.

2. Background

SLAMs are navigation solutions which are less reliant on external
navigation systems (i.e., GPS) and provide the solution by estimating
navigation states and some properties of the environment [17]. A so-
lution to real-time structure from motion (SFM) or monocular SLAM
can be categorized into two main paradigms: filtering and optimization
based approaches [18–23]. Some of the filtering methods are; Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF), Extended Kalman Filter (EKF-SLAM), and Rao–-
Blackwellized particle filters (FastSLAM) [24–26]. Visual bundle ad-
justment (BA) or full SLAM is an optimisation method that uses Le-
venberg–Marquardt or the Gauss–Newton methods [27–30]. It is the
optimal non-linear least-squares formulation of SLAM problem. It im-
proves a visual reconstruction to produce collectively optimal structure
with a minimum reprojection error MLPE (maximum likelihood para-
meter estimate) of all landmark observations in keyframes [30–35]. The
goal of BA is to reduce an error between perceived and predicted
measurements of various landmarks sensed from sensor frames [36].
Visual and inertial bundle adjustment (IMUBA) is also an optimization
method that is linked with the inertial measurement unit (IMU)
[27,28]. For BA in real-time a local approach could be adopted
whereas, in IMUBA a reasonable approach is to actively slide the frame
of the most recent poses (landmarks) and marginalize the rest into a
former distribution [36–38]. Carrying prior distributions influenced by
marginalization necessitates an expensive global optimization at loop-
closure (often all parameters in the loop must be adjusted) to achieve
the correct results [29]. Keivan et al. [28] used adaptive asynchronous
conditioning instead of marginalization and showed that this procedure
is more robust and avoids locking in unreliable parameter estimations
when used adaptively. Sibley [39] has proposed the pose graph opti-
mization (a graph of relative poses with landmarks specified about the
poses) to solve SLAM problems with too many loops. They converted
SLAM into a sparse set of pose constraints (marginalize landmark
parameters onto pose parameters and optimize a small confined subset
of a map to approximate the full solution with various forms of

marginalization without overlapping estimations. The graph defines a
connected Riemannian manifold with a distance metric based on
shortest paths. Sparse BA is the standard method for optimizing a
structure-from-motion (SFM) that marginalizes landmark parameters
onto pose parameters and solves for the optimal path estimation that
iterates the procedure to convergence. To overcome computational
complexity issues in MLPE, Sibley et al. [36] proposed to adjust all
parameters in a loop by using Adaptive-Relative BA (ARBA). ARBA is
defined by a connected Riemannian manifold using an adaptive opti-
mization strategy in that instead of optimization in single Euclidean
space; a metric-space is defined based on shortest paths to solve for the
full ML in constant time and loop closure. Forster et al. [40] have shown
that visual-inertial odometry (Visual inertial navigation and mapping
(VINAM)) approach can obtain highly accurate state estimation via
nonlinear optimization. Although, real-time optimization grows in-
feasible as the trajectory develops over time but leads to a quick ma-
turity of the number of variables in the optimization. Forster et al.
[27,40] proposed the preintegration theory to address the manifold
structure of the rotation group. This is an inertial measurement between
selected keyframes into unique relative motion constraints that derive
the expression for the maximum a posteriori state estimator. This ap-
proach enables the analytical correction of a posteriori bias and avoids
optimizing over the 3D points that result in accelerating the computa-
tion. Huang et al. [41] used RGB-D cameras to capture RGB color
images augmented with depth data at each pixel that provided an au-
tonomous micro air vehicle with fast and reliable state estimates. They
used an onboard RGB-D camera and an inertial measurement unit
(IMU) for autonomous flight. Zhang and Singh [42] presented a general
framework for combining visual odometry and lidar odometry. Visual
odometry handles rapid motion detection, local position control, and
stability that typically consists of estimating its relative motion at each
time step by aligning successive sensor measurements [43]. It suffers
from long-term drift, thus, is not suitable for building large-scale maps.
To address the issue, Zhang and Singh [42] incorporated loop closure
technique. This technique enables pose (position and orientation) de-
tection which is a motion estimation as point clouds are generated and
simultaneously corrects accumulated drifts over the history of frames.

Crazyflie has two micro-controller units known as; (MCU)
STM32F405 and nRF51822. The former controls the flight of the
quadrotor through the power to the motor driver and reads inertia data
at 168MHz. Tri-axis gyroscope, accelerometer, gravity, magnetic an-
gular rate and a high precision pressure sensor. Nordic Semiconductor
(nRF51822) handles power management, radio communication, the
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and Compressed Real-Time Protocol
(CRTP) [44–46]. The MCUs are combined into a point cloud using
transformation library in ROS to keep track of coordinate frames and to
generate compatible data between the quadrotor’s IMU and Arducam’s
coordinate frames. A Crazyradio (Crazyradio PA) was used to provide
wireless radio communication to the quadrotor. We implement ten DOF
IMU sensor fusion algorithm4 (nav-msgs/Odometry) in ROS [47]. A
virtual environment was simulated in Unity with firefighting scenario.
Colour detection algorithm was developed in OpenCV [48] to enable
the drone to fly autonomously towards the fired hut in the virtual
world. It flies towards the fire and smoke, hovers around it and sends
the video streams to the ground station. The dynamic bag-of-words
were utilized for place identification. We performed monocular SLAM
based on VINAM where the inputs are collected from the Arducam,
Crazyflie and mixed reality (MR) environment to examine the algo-
rithm.

3. Methodology

SLAM facilitates the simultaneous estimation of a robot’s state using
1 http://gazebosim.org/.
2 https://wiki.bitcraze.io/projects:crazyflie2:index.
3 http://wiki.ros.org/ROS/Introduction. 4 http://x-io.co.uk/open-source-imu-and-ahrs-algorithms/.
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onboard sensors in the front-end, and a map is generated in the back-
end as the robot perceives in an environment. The front-end of SLAM
comprises of the algorithms and data structures to detect, match and
estimate keypoints, edges and orientations. The back-end uses the in-
formation provided in the front-end to match over the previous frames
to estimate poses and keypoint description and matching [49]. In this
study, the UAV’s state is reported by the onboard camera and an inertial
measurement unit. The camera supports the measurement of geometry
and appearance of 3D scenes. The IMU renders metric scale of mono-
cular vision and gravity to enable motion estimation such as; UAV’s
position, orientation, a position of landmarks, point cloud and ob-
stacles. Fig. 2 illustrates the performance of feature-based computation
cost (detection, description or matching) and the cost of memory re-
quired to store and manage data. Binary feature pointers and de-
scriptors have enhanced performance and compact representation that
makes them an appealing explanation for many current purposes [49].
BRISK, SURF and SIFT require larger computational and memory cor-
responding to real value parameterization. SIFT algorithm [30] or at
higher speed SURF [50] rely on 2D image key points that are invariant
to many transformations and are tolerant to any distortions caused by
viewpoint change, sudden movement or contrast variation [31]. BRISK
detects key points in a scale-space pyramid, performing non-maxima
suppression and interpolation across all scales [51].

3.1. Compound measurement of Arducam and Crazyflie

In this study, we use the optimal maximum a posteriori (MAP) es-
timate and a preintegration theory to combine Crazyflie’s inertial esti-
mations and Arducam’s frames between two keyframes into a single
contingent motion control [52,53]. The inertial measurements are in-
tegrated among two frames where the initial condition at the first frame
is done using the state estimation. MAP estimation leads to a nonlinear
optimization problem that involves quantities such as rotation and
poses on smooth multiplication matrix [40]. At every iteration, IMU
preintegration (reparametrization of the relative motion constraints) is
utilized to avoid duplicating integration between all frames. IMU pre-
integration theory addresses the multiplication composition of the
Special Orthogonal Group or rotation group SO(3) [52]. The general
derivation of the MAP estimator determines analytic expressions for the
Jacobian optimization. SO(3) represents the group of three-dimensional
rotation matrices that form a smooth multiplication. It is formulated
mathematically as; = = =×SO R R R R I det R(3) { : , ( ) 1}T3 3 .
SO(3) is the usual matrix multiplication where its inverse is the

matrix transpose =R RT1 . The tangent space to the product (at the
identity) is called the Lie algebra (SÔ (3)), which is the group of all
rotations about the origin of space. The Crazyflie’s IMU measurements
(the rotation rate and the acceleration) concerns with inertial frame and
the exponential map exp SO SO: ^ (3) (3) associates an element of
SÔ (3) to a rotation and corresponds to standard matrix exponential.
Where its first-order approximation of the exponential map is for-
mulated as:

+exp I( ^) ^ (1)

The right hand Jacobian of the Special Orthogonal Group (Jr(φ))
relates additive increments in the tangent space to multiplicative in-
crements is:

= +J I cos sin( ) 1 ( ) ^ ( ) ^
r

2

3
2

(2)

In Fig. 1(b), it is assumed that the quadrotor’s IMU frame (B) co-
incides with the tracked body frame. The transformation between the
Arducam and Crazyflie is fixed and calculated from prior calibration.
Fig. 1(b) illustrates that a front-end provides image measurements of
landmarks at unknown position and selects a subset of images (key-
frames) to compute a pose estimates [40].
SE(3) or Special Euclidean Group defines the group of rigid motion

in 3D [54]. It is the semi-direct product of Special Orthogonal Group
and R3 defined mathematically as;

=SE R p R SO p R(3) ( , ): (3), 3. The optimisation of the matrix is
performed using a standard approach (a retraction). A retraction (Rx) is

Fig. 1. (a) The Crazyflie 2.0 with ArduCAM-Mini-V2 its ESP8266 modules. (b) TWB is the pose of the body frame B to the world frame W where B correlates to the
inertial frame. TBC is the pose of the camera in the B, taken from former calibration [40].

Fig. 2. The computation speed and memory requirement for Real Value
Parameterization of front-end features (SURF [56] and SIFT [57]) and the
binary descriptors (BRIEF, ORB and BRISK [51]) with an example of their
pattern.
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a map between an element δx of the tangent space at x and a neigh-
borhood of x∈M with M multiplications. The retraction for Special
Orthogonal Group is defined as; =R RExp( ) ( )R and for Special
Euclidean Group at =T R p( , ) is formulated as;

= +R p RExp p R p( , ) ( ( ), )T . The state of the system at time i is
written as; =x R p v b b[ , , , , ]i i i i i

g
i
a . Where (Ri) is the Crazyflie’s orienta-

tion, (pi) is position, (vi∈ R3) is velocity, (b b R,i
g

i
a 3) are gyroscope

and accelerometer biases respectively. If κL denote the set of all key-
frames up to time L, the state of all keyframes is χL. Ci is the Arducam
measurements at time (keyframe) i and it can observe numerous
landmarks l with several pixel zil. Ii j, is the set of Crazyflie’s IMU
measurements between two consecutive keyframes i and j. A factor
graph encodes the posterior probability of the variables χL, given the
available measurement (ZL) and prior measurement (p(χ0)) [53]:

I=p Z p p Z p p x x p z x( | ) ( ) ( | ) ( ) ( | , ) ( | )L L L L i j
i j i j

i l C
il i0 0 ( , )

,
L L i (3)

The Crazyflie and Arducam’s calculated data are synchronized at
discrete times intervals (L). The relative motion increments are in-
dependent of the pose and velocity at ti. The preintegrated inertia
measurements R̃ ,ij ṽij and p̃ij as a function of their noise δϕij, δvij and
δpij for orientation, velocity and position, respectively, are formulated
as following [55];

=R R R Exp˜ ( )ij i
T

j ij (4)

= +v R v v g t v˜ ( )ij i
T

j i ij ij (5)

= +p R p p v t g t p˜ 1
2ij i

T
j i i ij ij ij

2
(6)

3.2. Binary descriptor

The front-end feature BRIEF (Binary Robust Independent
Elementary Features) is a binary vector in that each segment is the
result of a test between two of the pixels of the patch. The patches are
smoothed with a Gaussian kernel to reduce noise. BRIEF is proposed by
Calonder et al. [58], uses a sampling pattern, with sample points se-
lected randomly from an isotropic Gaussian distribution centered at the
feature location. Given its simple construction and compact storage,
BRIEF requires the lowest computing and storage. Given a point P in an
image, the BRIEF descriptor vector Bi(P) is the ith segment of the vector,
xi and yi that are the offset of the randomly selected test points (the pair
of pixels) based on a normal distribution S(0, )b

1
25

2 whose value must

fall in … × …[ , , ] [ , , ]S S S S
2 2 2 2
b b b b :

= + < + …B P I P x I P y i L( ) 1, if ( ) ( )
0, otherwise.

[1, ]i
i i

b
(7)

Where Sb is the size of the patch and Lb is the number of tests to
perform (length of the descriptor) and I(.) is the intensity of the pixel in
the smoothed image. Each coordinate j of the pairs are selected by
sampling the distributions x S(0, )i

j
b

1
25

2 and y a S( , )i
j

i
j

b
4

625
2 [58].

ORB (Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF) was proposed by Rublee
et al. [59] and overcomes the lack of rotation invariance of BRIEF. ORB
is a very fast binary descriptor based on BRIEF descriptor [58] and built
upon the well-known FAST keypoints (Features from accelerated seg-
ment test) feature extraction methods. FAST corner detector uses a
circle of 16 pixels (a Bresenham circle of radius 3) to classify whether a
candidate point p is a corner. Each pixel in the circle is labeled by in-
teger number 1 to 16 clockwise. If a set of N contiguous pixels in the
circle are all brighter than the intensity of candidate pixel Ip plus a
threshold value t or all darker than the intensity of candidate pixel p
minus threshold value t, then p is classified as the corner. A local or-
ientation is computed using an intensity centroid, which is a weighted
averaging of pixel intensities in the local patch assumed not to be co-
incident with the center of the feature [60]. The orientation is the

vector between the feature location and the centroid. The sampling
pattern employed in ORB uses 256 pairwise intensity comparisons, but
in contrast to BRIEF, is constructed via machine learning, maximizing
the descriptor’s variance and minimizing the correlation under various
orientation changes. ORB matches visual features using PTAM (split
tracking and mapping into two separate tasks) for real-time keypoint
detection. Parallel thread optimization is used based on tracking and
mapping dual architecture in [20]. Large SLAM problems with too
many loops could be solved using pose-graph optimization algorithms
by optimizing a set of relative pose constraints [39] considering 6 De-
grees of Freedom pose-graph optimization. Inspired by Mur-Artal and
Tardós [61] we adopted the ORB-SLAM to build a visibility graph and
facilitate local track/map recoveries (re-localization).

3.3. Place recognition method

The bag-of-words technique utilizes a visual vocabulary to convert
an image into a scattered numerical vector to create an image data-
based [62,63]. The visible vocabulary is structured as a tree in an off-
line step over a large set of descriptors and is derived from a training
image dataset. It discretizes the descriptor space into different visual
words to detect revisited places. The search for initial correspondences
is performed exhaustively between those features that belong to the
same node of the tree. The database uses a direct index to store ele-
ments of an image in a node. The BDoW2 bag-of-words library is an
efficient, opensource binary feature that uses FAST and BRIEF features
(like ORB feature) [31]. This iterative method estimates the parameters
of the mathematical model from a set of observed data [64]. The default
parameters in BDoW2’s for BRIEF are set to 500 keypoints, at 8 different
scales with a scale factor of 1.2 and no non-maximum suppression. The
ORB feature’s defaults are increased to extract 1000 key points with
non-maximum suppression to improve the keypoint distribution. Non-
maximum suppression method reduces the descriptor matching per-
formance at the cost of extracting more key points and more compu-
tation. The Keyframe-based SLAM performs map reconstruction over
selected frames (keyframes) using batch optimization techniques, as
mapping is not tied to frame-rate, providing exact results of the real and
simulated environment. It is also designed in a way in that tracking is
no longer probabilistically Slaved to the map-making procedure. It is
done separately using coarse-to-fine robust estimator approach [20].

3.4. Smoke and fire detection base on video processing

Frequent and detailed updates of the development of fire are es-
sential for effective and safe firefighting. Since fire is typically in-
accessible by ground vehicles, firefighters often have to enter a fire
region with little knowledge of how and where the fire is propagating,
placing their lives at risk [65]. UAVs are emerging as a promising so-
lution for monitoring large areas which could capture high-resolution
imagery and broadcast frequent updates to fire crews [66]. The ongoing
research projects of NASA looking at tracking the growth of fires using
Low-altitude, short-endurance UAVs [67]. Yuan et al. [66] used an ef-
fective path planning algorithm for UAVs tasked to monitor a forest fire
in that EMBYR (Ecological Model for Burning in the Yellowstone Re-
gion) in Simulink was utilized to simulate the time-evolution of a forest
fire.

Smoke is produced much quicker than other fire signs during the
scenes of fire extension and development. The rapid detection of smoke
at deficient levels can maximize the likelihood of successful fire sup-
pression, rescue, and survivability. The mass concentration, volume
fraction and size distribution of the smoke are recognized as key
parameters for smoke detection. There are two types of flame detectors
based on the measurement of the range of flame radiation: infra-red
detector and ultra-violet detector. Infra-red detectors (IR) detect fires
when a particular flame flicker is produced. Ultra-violet detectors (UV)
recognize fires when any ultra-violet radiation produced by flaming
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combustion is exposed. With the introduction of artificial intelligence
techniques (computer-based technology), the effectiveness of fire de-
tection technology is significantly improved. There are intelligent al-
gorithms for fire detection, including cross-correlation, algorithmic
comparison, neural networks, fuzzy reasoning and Hidden Markov
Model [68]. In intelligent fire detection systems, data processing and
decision making are carried out in a ground station. It allows the system
to perform complex and advanced algorithms. Video-based Fire De-
tection (VFD) is another method that helps to reduce the detection time
compared to the currently available sensors in both indoors and out-
doors [69]. VFD using cameras can monitor volumes and do not have a
transport delay. These systems can provide crucial information about
the size and growth of the fire, direction of smoke propagation and
Colour detection (RGB, HSI and HSV saturation) [12,13,70–74]. Var-
ious algorithms could be integrated to determine if a motion in a scene
is due to smoke or an ordinary moving object. Background subtraction
methods, temporal differencing and optical flow analysis [75–78].
When a fire is detected and confirmed, the fire suppression system
could be activated, or fire information could be communicated directly
to the appropriate fire department. Marbach et al. [79] adopted an
image processing technique for automatic real-time fire detection in
video images with the underlying algorithm is based on the temporal
variation of fire intensity. A Gaussian-smoothed color histogram was
introduced in [80] that was used to detect the fire-colored pixels and
temporal variation of pixels in each frame. To optimize the detection
performance, an erode operation and region growing method could be
integrated [5]. The pixel intensity may vary due to global motion and
fire flicker. Thus, the pixel-by-pixel intensity difference for non-fire
color pixels, by first correcting for the temporal variation of non-fire
pixels, it is possible by deciding which pixels are fire candidates using
Colour, finding the average change in intensity of all non-fire candidate
pixels and subtracting this average value from the pixel differences at
each location. Healy et al. [6] proposed a real-time system for auto-
matic fire detection using color video input. This system has significant
advantages over traditional ultraviolet and infrared fire detectors.
These advantages include improved detection, fewer false alarms, and
additional descriptive information about fire location, size, and growth
rate. Their algorithm is developed based on the spectral, spatial, and
temporal properties of fire events. The algorithm in [80] creates a
threshold Gaussian-smoothed color histogram for increased accuracy of
training sequences. Töreyin et al. [81] adopted the spatial wavelet
transforms and static camera monitoring system to analyze periodic
behavior in smoke boundaries and convexity of smoke regions. Edges
are considered important due to their sharpness that leads to a decrease
in the high-frequency content of the image and producing local extrema
in the wavelet domain. Töreyin et al. [81] illustrated that a decrease in
values of local extrema is an indicator of smoke where a scene becomes
greyish that leads to a decrease in chrominance values of pixels. Qi and
Ebert [71] proposed the spatial difference analysis using a histogram
based approach, which focuses on the standard deviation of the green
color band. They found that the green color band is the most dis-
criminative for recognizing the spatial color variation of flames. This
can also be seen by analyzing the histograms: green values vary more
than red and blue values. If the standard deviation of the green color
exceeds 50, the region is labeled as candidate flame. For smoke de-
tection, this technique is not always applicable, because smoke regions
often do not show as high spatial color variation and can cause false
detections. Temporal Fourier analysis is an alternative approach to
detect flickering flames in that any increase in Fourier domain energy
between [5 10] Hz is an indicator of flames. To extract fire features
from video sequences we have adopted temporally extended normal-
ized covariance descriptors (TENCD) by Verstockt [82]. TENCD are
designed to describe spatiotemporal video blocks in that I(i, j, n) is the
intensity of (i, j) th pixel of the nth image frame of a spatiotemporal
block in video. Some property parameters are defined to form a cov-
ariance matrix representing spatial information [69]. The video is

divided into blocks of size 10×10× Frate where Frate is the video’s
frame rate. To increase the efficiency of computations, the normalized
covariance parameters are calculated for pixels with non-zero values of
the mask defined for blocks [82].

= =i j n M i j n( , , ) 1 for ( , , ) 1
0 otherwise. (8)

where M(⋅⋅⋅, ⋅⋅⋅, n) is the binary mask obtained from color detection and
moving object detection algorithms. Property parameters are used for
each pixel satisfying the color condition. To reduce the computational
cost, the normalized covariance values of the pixel property vectors are
computed separately. During the implementation of the correlation
method, the first derivative of the image is computed by filtering the
image with [1 0 1] and the second derivative is found by filtering the
image with [1 2 1] filters, respectively. The fire and smoke detection
algorithm based on the pixels and frame-by-frame basis. It was devel-
oped based on RGB (Red, Green, Blue), HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value)
and YCbCr (non-linear RGB or Luminance, Chrominance) colour space
[6,71,83] as well as motion information from video sequences streamed
via mini Arducam.

3.5. Mixed reality simulation

Mixed Reality (MR) creates a space in which both physical and
virtual elements co-exist [84–90]. This enables elements in one world to
react directly to elements in the other world via direct and real-time
data communication. The quadrotors performance and examination in
real-world could be a cumbersome task and limited to specific sce-
narios. As such, we proposed a system that adopts MR to enable the
physical and virtual world to communicate in a real-time. Using the
Unity game engine to provide a safe and simple testbed with the real
dimensions of objects, quadrotor and environmental measurements in
SI units (meter and seconds). The data are transferred to the real world
in the real-time.

We have neglected the wind effects in both virtual and physical due
to the high precision pressure sensor (LPS25H) of the Crazyflie. The
system allows a gradual transition of virtual training into the physical
system in robotics or any other fields. We tested our proposed system in
a fire detection scenario. The data are collected and forwarded to the
ground station to generate the SLAM and map of the environment. We
used the bag-of-words technique to convert images taken from both
physical and virtual camera into sparse numerical vectors and to create
an image database. The Unity and ROS systems are interfaced using a
yaml-based5 communication, Ros-bridge and HTTP protocol [91]. Ros-
bridge enabled data streaming and communication between two op-
erations. We mapped messages to events which are processed as part of
the basic rendering loop in the visualized system to achieve real-time
interface. The target (fire and smoke) is simulated in Unity which is
visualized by the virtual camera and IMU data and communicated to
the real quadrotor for teleoperation. The real quadrotor imitates the
virtual drone’s behavior as it detects fire and smoke (in the virtual
scene) while the SLAMs are generated independently. Our system tracks
the physical quadrotor’s sensor pose, velocity, and IMU data to compare
with the received data at frame-rate. This enables us to achieve reliable
poses to match, and project mapped points to the key points on the
frame. Each frame j is optimized by minimizing the feature reprojection
error of all matched points and IMU errors. After a map update the IMU
error is calculated from:

= +E e e e e e e e e[ ] [ ]IMU R
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(9)

Where ∑I is the information matrix of the preintegration and ∑R of

5 http://www.yaml.org/.
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the random bias, and ρ is the Huber robust cost function [29]. This is
done using the optimization problem with the Gauss–Newton algorithm
in g2o [92]. The resulting estimation and Hessian matrix performed
before next frame optimization. Adaptive relative bundle adjustment
(ARBA) loop closure reduced the drift accumulated during exploration.
The place recognition module and a matching keyframes procedure
were conducted to match an already mapped and revisited area. Gy-
roscope and acceleration biases are estimated from the known or-
ientation of two consecutive keyframes. The scale factor is utilized for
transforming the coordinates between a camera and IMU data in the
real and virtual world. Our results demonstrated that the simulation in
Unity provided the flexibility of deploying the data in the ROS platform
to use it for teleoperation in the real-time. The SLAM minimized the
difference between IMU combination and relative orientation for all
pairs of consecutive keyframes and pre-integrating measures. The
system enabled us to blend MR intercommunication suit to test our
SLAM algorithm as well.

4. Experimental evaluation

The operating system was set up on the ground-based station and
used to communicate and exchange information via the WiFi ad-hocs to

two host machines (a laptop and a desktop computer) running Ubuntu
16.04 LTS at the same time. Using a target of known circumstances
allowed us to indicate a precise scale to the estimated map, motion and
initialize features mainly due to the lack of depth information of our
cameras. The quadrotor’s position is indicated with a vector of (x, y, z)
that describes how far an object translated along the axis relative to the
origin. Similarly, orientation is specified via a vector of three numbers
(roll, pitch, yaw) that describes how far an object has rotated relative to
each axis where the position and orientation pair is known as 6D-pose.
We built a node for learning a map of the environment and simulta-
neously estimated the platform’s 2D pose at Arducam’s frame rate.
Visual odometry evaluated a continuous camera trajectory by ex-
amining the changes motion induce on the images, and the locations of
obstacles in each frame are utilized to construct a global map. The loop
closing technique was utilized for revisited locations since, without
loop closures the world is represented as an infinite corridor in which
the quadrotor keeps exploring new areas continuously. Fig. 3 shows
three images of the camera’s regular tracking performance for SLAM at
different times which is followed by the image matching using the bag-
of-words system. The trajectory poses are registered to its ground truth
counterpart (information provided by direct observation). The locali-
zation performed for the corresponding trajectory to compute each
frame’s pose in the coordinate system of the root frame. The total tra-
jectory recording error calculated as the average Euclidean distance
between the ground truth and the localized frames. We implemented
the virtual environment to include the live video for fire detection,
where the SLAMs are generated by both cameras (real and virtual). The
virtual Crazyflie’s trajectory in the virtual environment is compared to
its equivalent in the physical world. Tracking was maintained
throughout several minutes and frames as new features generated by
SLAM. The errors are minimized in the SLAM as uncertainties in the
mapped features became small. The fire detection became stable and

Fig. 3. SLAM initialization in an indoor environment at (a) 0.03 s, (b) 0.06 s and (c) 0.09 s to find edges, sharp corners and to match it with the bag-of-word visual
vocabulary.

Fig. 4. The images collected in-indoor environment by the mini ArduCAM with the resolution of 320× 240 pixels (a). Simulated environment using Unity game
engine (b). The Keyframes generated using Place recognition algorithm (c). The SLAM for map reuse, loop closing, relocalization and scale factor between the
quadrotor’s inertia and Arducam coordinates generated while the quadrotor detected the fire and hovered around it (d).

Table 1
Crazyflie’s pose RMSEs of the trajectories of autonomous flight in the physical
and virtual world, with pose estimation errors in mm and attitude errors in
degrees.

RMSEs X Y Z Roll Pitch Yaw

Physical world 21.7 38.5 13.2 0.91 0.89 1.03
Virtual world 19.4 31.7 10.9 1.43 1.37 1.81
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locked the map into a drift-free state. In general terms, the algorithm
gave a robust real-time performance within a room with relatively few
obstacles and constraints and long time periods of localization. The
root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) of the pose estimates showed that
there is a potential scale drift in the SLAMs in our systems. The real
camera calibration errors with the virtual one happened due to the
ground truth data since it is difficult to set the tracking operation co-
ordinate frame to coincide with the virtual coordinate frame. Table 1
outlines the Crazyflie’s pose RMSEs of the trajectories of autonomous
flight in the physical and virtual environment, with position errors in
mm and orientation errors in degrees. Tracking proceeded throughout
several minutes and frames with SLAM initializing new features as
needed. Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) shows the simulated environment in the
Unity game engine with the masks created. Fig. 4(c) illustrates the
Keyframes generated by the place recognition algorithm. Fig. 4(d) plots
the SLAM for map reuse, loop closing, relocalization and scale factor
between the quadrotor’s inertia and Arducam coordinates. It overlaps
the maps created in the virtual and physical environment as the UAV
maneuvered.

5. Conclusion

SLAM system was implemented that utilizes feature measurements
from the onboard sensors. It demonstrated the efficiency of the method
through the open source quadrotor with a camera and IMU to navigate
autonomously toward a hut in the fire in a virtual world where the
physical drone imitates its behavior in the real environment. The visual
data and SLAMs are taken from virtual and physical cameras within the
virtual and physical world. The experimental data prove that the pro-
posed method is efficient and resistant to tracking failure. It provided
the possibility to test the algorithm in a mixed reality environment.
Long term poses tracking and IMU data adjusted the metric scale.
Adaptive-Relative BA loop closing method was Integrated to form a full
SLAM system for navigating the MAV in any size environments. The
virtual and physical quadrotors are synchronized in that video
streaming for fire detection happened inside the virtual world. Too
many loops in SLAM was solved with the pose-graph optimization al-
gorithms. Instead of explaining the full SLAM problem, a set of relative
pose constraints was integrated for optimization. The future work will
look into using drone flocks in a range of applications.
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